1. Introduction: Reviewing cognitive science for its clinical implications in the area of intrusive memories of trauma {#s0005}
======================================================================================================================

In this review, we examine specific advances in cognitive science that pertain to the topic of intrusive memories of trauma. This review is part of a special issue, led and edited by Professor Bethany Teachman, which illustrates how advances in cognitive science have improved our understanding of the aetiology, maintenance, and reduction of psychopathology, while also highlighting the many questions that remain unanswered. Here, we demonstrate how combining research from different fields is starting to improve our understanding of the development and reduction of intrusive memories.

1.1. What are intrusive memories of trauma? {#s0010}
-------------------------------------------

After suffering psychological trauma, people can repeatedly experience sensory-perceptual impressions of the event, which intrude involuntarily into consciousness ([@bb0265]; [@bb0610]). These "intrusive memories" typically take the form of visual images (e.g., pictures in the mind\'s eye), but can also include sounds, smells, tastes and bodily sensations ([@bb0250]), and come with a range of negative emotions associated with the "hotspots" in the trauma memory ([@bb0315]). For example, after having a head-on collision in their car, a person may describe intrusive images of seeing "dust and smoke, debris everywhere" and hearing the "bang" of the airbags ([@bb0440], Supplementary information).

1.2. Why are we interested in intrusive memories of trauma? {#s0015}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Over the course of their lifetime, most people will experience or witness a traumatic event (estimated up to 70%; [@bb0060]), in which they are exposed to "actual or threatened death, serious injury, or sexual violence" (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th edition; DSM-5; [@bb0015], p. 271). Intrusive memories are common following trauma exposure, especially in the first few days and weeks. For most people, they abate over time. For example, in a study of motor vehicle accident patients, 76% had intrusive memories in the first few weeks, dropping to 25% at 3 months, and 24% at 1 year ([@bb0575]). Therefore, the presence of early intrusive memories does not necessarily indicate that they will persist; for some they will, for others they will not.

Regardless of their time course, intrusive memories may in and of themselves be associated with clinical levels of distress and perceived functional impairment, either early after trauma or later. In other words, they may cause distress in their own right - even if they occur outside of a diagnosed psychological disorder. One example is in the case of sub-threshold Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), in which symptoms are associated with clinical impairment, even though the full disorder is not diagnosed ([@bb0950]). However, intrusive memories will not be associated with clinical impairment for everyone. Indeed, intrusive memories are considered to lie on a continuum with non-clinical involuntary memory experiences in daily life ([@bb0065]).

For some people, intrusive memories from as early as the first few days are not only associated with clinical distress and functional impairment, but are also recognised as a symptom of a psychological disorder. Specifically, "recurrent, involuntary, and intrusive distressing memories of the traumatic event(s)" are symptoms of both Acute Stress Disorder (ASD) from 3 days to 1 month post-trauma and PTSD from one month post-trauma ([@bb0015]). While intrusive memories occur across many other psychological disorders ([@bb0120]; [@bb0415]), and hence hold transdiagnostic relevance to clinical psychology, in PTSD they comprise a core clinical feature.

Cognitive models of PTSD place intrusive memories of trauma at the hub of symptomatology ([@bb0110]; [@bb0125]; [@bb0240]) -- potentially acting as a driver of the other three symptom clusters (avoidance, negative alterations in cognitions and mood, and hyperarousal). For example, when they spring to mind, intrusive memories elicit high levels of emotional distress ([@bb0265]; [@bb0305]), and can be "attention hijacking" ([@bb0185]), with the potential to disrupt concentration and cause impairment in day-to-day functioning ([@bb0395]). Network models of PTSD have demonstrated that intrusive memories are centrally connected to and likely to activate other symptoms of the disorder ([@bb0135]; see also [@bb0325]). This has raised the suggestion that "clinically targeting an important core symptom, such as intrusive re-experiencing in PTSD... can produce downstream beneficial effects on other symptoms in a kind of therapeutic cascade" ([@bb0590], p. 225).

However, as mentioned earlier, not all intrusive memories of trauma are associated with psychopathology; nor are all early intrusive memories associated with longer-term symptoms. One view is that intrusive memories after trauma may, at times, serve some adaptive function in the survival of the physical and psychological self ([@bb0510]). For example, they may act as "warning signals" to help prevent future harm ([@bb0255]) or may aid protection of self-coherence in autobiographical memory ([@bb0210]; [@bb0215]). As yet, we are unable to accurately predict whether early intrusive memories following trauma are indicative of long-term poor prognosis or not. Such issues are common to secondary prevention endeavours and are discussed further in [Section 5.2](#s0105){ref-type="sec"} on "Prevention and early intervention soon after trauma".

1.3. What is the focus of this review? {#s0020}
--------------------------------------

In this review, we focus on intrusive memories as one key symptom that can arise after trauma. Specifically, we discuss how cognitive science has made notable theoretical contributions to our understanding of intrusive memory development and has opened up possible new intervention approaches. Throughout the review, we consider intrusive memories as a clinical phenomenon of interest in its own right, as well as an important symptom of psychopathology following trauma, i.e., in the broader context of ASD and PTSD.

Treatments following trauma need to be progressed in a number of ways. First, we currently lack mechanistic insights into the effectiveness of existing treatments ([@bb0470]), including those to address psychopathology after trauma; such mechanistic insights are crucial, given that not everyone benefits from existing treatments ([@bb0370]; [@bb0390]). Second, preventive interventions after trauma are lagging behind ([@bb0735]; [@bb0800]). Third, interventions that can be scaled up and adapted for global use are much-needed. A recent editorial has called for "a more substantive evolution in PTSD treatments" and suggested that "novel treatment approaches need to be aggressively pursued." ([@bb0370], p. 344).

We suggest that focusing on intrusive memories of trauma may help in developing new approaches to therapeutic interventions through a targeted (precision) approach. Further, focusing on the single process of intrusive memory, rather than the whole disorder, allows us to bridge between cognitive science research and psychopathology research with greater precision, as cognitive science tends to examine specific processes in isolation under controlled conditions.

In this review we describe some key theories, methods and findings from cognitive science that have offered insights into the development and reduction of intrusive memories of trauma, rather than PTSD as a whole. We refer the reader to other excellent reviews on cognitive factors in PTSD ([@bb0280]; [@bb0360]) and on intrusive memories in the context of PTSD specifically ([@bb0105], [@bb0110]; [@bb0120]; [@bb0235]; [@bb0250]).

Our review focuses on recent studies (within the last decade) that have investigated causal associations, and that highlight distal and proximal internal factors, such as neural, hormonal, psychophysiological and cognitive processes. First, we discuss studies that investigated processes that contribute to intrusive memory development, followed by studies that targeted these processes using behavioural/pharmacological interventions to reduce intrusive memories. Next, we consider possible clinical implications of this work and highlight some emerging research avenues, which are supplemented by new data to examine some unanswered questions. We finish with a discussion of some of the merits and limitations of the research reviewed. In conclusion, we raise the possibility that intrusive memories comprise an alternative, possibly more focused, target in translational research endeavours, rather than only targeting overall symptoms of PTSD.

2. Method: systematic literature search {#s0025}
=======================================

A search of PubMed was conducted to identify articles published from 2008 to 2018 (for pragmatic reasons we chose the last decade), using the terms "trauma" AND ("intrusive memories" OR "involuntary memories") in their abstract or title. The 112 articles resulting from this search, as well as relevant references cited in those articles, were selectively reviewed. Titles and abstracts were used to screen articles suitable for inclusion. Articles were selected if they were peer-reviewed; published in English; presented data obtained from human participants; and intrusive memories of (experimental) trauma was one of the outcome measures and reported separately from other PTSD symptoms (i.e., not only as part of the PTSD re-experiencing symptom cluster score, as this encompasses other symptoms such as nightmares and physiological reactivity). Furthermore, we only selected studies that either used prospective correlational designs or experimental manipulations to obtain insights into factors that might causally contribute to the development and change in intrusive memories. We excluded genetic, cross-sectional correlational, qualitative, uncontrolled pilot studies and case studies. Of the 112 articles resulting from the search, 52 articles met the inclusion criteria. An additional 24 eligible articles were identified via cross-references, yielding 76 articles in total.

3. Insights from cognitive science on the development of intrusive memories {#s0030}
===========================================================================

In this section we aim to present an overview of studies that built on insights from cognitive science to study individual differences in the development of intrusive memories of trauma. Most of these studies used prospective correlational designs in non-clinical populations (using experimental analogues of trauma); a few studies used such designs in at-risk or clinical populations.

As an experimental model of exposure to psychological trauma, most of these studies employed variations of the trauma film paradigm ([@bb0380]; [@bb0430]; [@bb0450]). This is a widely-used method for inducing analogue trauma symptoms, by asking participants to view video footage with traumatic content. Numerous studies have demonstrated that film stimuli with traumatic content can induce intrusive memories that share characteristics with those experienced following actual trauma ([@bb0380]; [@bb0430]; [@bb0450]). However, there are limitations of the trauma film paradigm, as with any experimental model, which we raise later in the discussion ([Section 6](#s0120){ref-type="sec"}).

Assessments of intrusive memories varied across studies. Most studies used ambulatory assessments over multiple days after the experimental trauma using, for example, a daily diary or an app in which participants recorded their intrusive memories as they occurred. Some studies additionally measured intrusions in the laboratory ([@bb0545]) using tasks designed to evoke intrusions (e.g., presenting blurred still images from the film). Other studies only used retrospective measures in which participants indicated retrospectively how often they had experienced intrusions, or how much distress their intrusions had caused, over a certain period (days or weeks). These measures included the Clinician Administered PTSD Scale-IV ([@bb0085]), the intrusion subscale of the Impact of Event Scale---Revised ([@bb0900]), and the PTSD Checklist for DSM-5 ([@bb0885]).

In this section, on the development of intrusive memories, we first describe brain imaging studies examining neural mechanism, followed by studies investigating the role of hormones. We then describe studies looking at psychological and physiological factors, and finally studies examining the role of cognitive processing styles.

3.1. Neural mechanisms underlying the development of intrusive memory {#s0035}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

While brain imaging studies have captured the involuntary *recall* of a traumatic event in real time (e.g., in patients with PTSD), investigating the neural mechanisms during *encoding* of a real-life traumatic event (i.e., peri-traumatic mechanisms that could be involved in intrusive memory development) is impossible. Such investigations therefore rely on using experimental trauma analogues. Despite the wealth of brain imaging research in the broader field of emotional memory ([@bb0525]), only a few studies identified here (all using functional magnetic resonance imaging, fMRI) looked at brain mechanisms underlying the formation of involuntary intrusive memories of experimental trauma. In this section we only discuss prospective studies that focused on *predicting* intrusive memory recall, excluding studies that focused on neural correlates of involuntary memory recall, or brain abnormalities in established PTSD, as they can de facto provide little information about *development*.

In one study ([@bb0100]), 22 non-clinical volunteers viewed a traumatic film during fMRI scanning and then filled in a week-long intrusion diary. For each individual, the film was subsequently divided into scenes that resulted in later intrusions ('intrusive scenes'); intrusions for *other* participants, but not that particular individual ('potential scenes'); and scenes from neutral clips that did not cause intrusions in any of the participants ('control scenes'). Clusters of brain activation in response to 'intrusive scenes' compared to 'potential scenes' during film viewing were identified in the left inferior frontal gyrus and bilateral middle temporal gyrus. This finding was recently replicated ([@bb0195]), suggesting that distinct neural traces for intrusive memories are already (partially) formed during exposure to experimental trauma. In a re-analysis of the data, these activation patterns were used in a machine learning approach to predict which moments in the film would come back as intrusions in the subsequent week, which was possible with high accuracy both within individuals (97.3% accuracy), and across individuals (68.0% accuracy) ([@bb0200]).

Another study ([@bb0055]) used visual stills (e.g., of mutilated bodies and neutral objects) as analogue trauma, with a concurrent task to induce either visual (matching the target still to one of two smaller images) or verbal (semantic judgment of the target still as "natural" or "artificial") processing of the pictures. Brain activation was compared between individuals with a subsequent low (0--1) versus high (\>5) intrusion score assessed two days later using the Impact of Event Scale. In the high versus low intrusion group, verbal processing of negative stills revealed clusters of activation in the left amygdala, bilateral hippocampal gyrus, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, and bilateral inferior frontal gyrus, while visual processing of negative stills only showed activation in the bilateral inferior frontal gyrus. This finding suggests there may be different neural mechanisms underlying verbal and visual processing *during* trauma that make an individual susceptible to developing intrusions.

In the final study ([@bb0320]), using a between-subjects design, participants were presented either with a neutral film clip or an aversive film clip (a rape scene). Within three hours after encoding, neural responses to implicit memory stimuli (unattended neutral cues from both films) and explicit memory stimuli (an audiotape of someone retelling the traumatic scene) were assessed. In the group who viewed the aversive film, greater activity in the retrosplenial cortex during the implicit task, and in the posterior cingulate cortex during the explicit task, predicted *fewer* subsequent intrusions in a diary. These findings indicate that neural responses to early retrieval in the immediate aftermath of experimental trauma can predict the formation of intrusive memories.

3.2. The role of stress and sex hormones {#s0040}
----------------------------------------

The role of hormones in memory, and emotional memory in particular, has received considerable attention over the past few decades. For example, research suggests that the stress hormone cortisol may impair the recall of declarative (*non-intrusive*) emotional memories, while both cortisol and noradrenaline (also involved in the stress response) are thought to enhance the encoding and consolidation of emotional events (e.g., [@bb0425]; [@bb0785]). Extending these insights to *involuntary* memory, several studies have specifically addressed the relationship between hormonal changes at the time of (experimental) trauma and subsequent intrusive memories. The studies described below examined the role of the stress hormone cortisol, as well as the female sex hormones estradiol (a form of estrogen) and progesterone.

In a sample of healthy participants, salivary cortisol was collected pre-, peri- and post-viewing of an aversive film ([@bb0175]). *Lower* cortisol levels *post-film* predicted greater vividness of intrusions (recorded in a seven-day diary). However, *higher* cortisol levels *peri-film* predicted greater frequency of intrusions, but only among individuals with greater sympathetic activation (i.e., those who showed heart rate acceleration in response to acoustic startle probes). This suggests that the effect of cortisol on intrusive memory development may be dependent on time of assessment (or of cortisol administration in pharmacological intervention studies) relative to the aversive learning experience ([@bb0460]; [@bb0790]). Another study ([@bb0165]) similarly found that *lower* cortisol levels *after* viewing negative images during a cold water pressor test (immersion of hand in ice cold water) predicted more subsequent intrusive memories, but only in men. Meanwhile, higher general levels of estradiol predicted more intrusive memories in women.

A further study ([@bb0895]) looked at the role of estradiol in women with a natural menstrual cycle (during early follicular or luteal cycle phase), in a conditioned-intrusion paradigm. The paradigm included a differential fear conditioning procedure with short violent film clips as unconditioned stimuli (US), followed by a fear extinction phase. Women with lower levels of estradiol showed stronger intrusive memories (greater number, duration and distress) of the violent clips, assessed over 3 days, and this relationship was at least partially explained by the conditioned responding (skin conductance) observed during fear extinction. The different findings in relation to estradiol may be attributed to whether the study sample included women on hormonal contraceptives ([@bb0165]) or not ([@bb0895]).

Some studies found an association between progesterone and intrusive memories. Women reported having had more intrusive memories of an emotional film (measured using a retrospective estimate) if they viewed it during the luteal phase relative to the non-luteal phase of their menstrual cycle, i.e., when progesterone levels are high ([@bb0290]; [@bb0295]), and progesterone level was positively correlated with intrusive memory frequency ([@bb0295]). However, other studies, discussed above in the context of estradiol, failed to find an association between progesterone and intrusive memories of experimental trauma ([@bb0165]; [@bb0895]). It should be noted that studies on sex hormones are complicated by the fact that influences of estradiol and progesterone can be hard to disentangle in naturally cycling women (high progesterone levels mainly occur in the presence of increased estradiol levels). One study even found that it was the *ratio* of estradiol-to-progesterone, rather than estradiol or progesterone alone, that was negatively correlated with the frequency of intrusive memories ([@bb0805]).

No studies resulting from our literature search used a *prospective* design to examine the role of sex hormones on intrusive memory development after *real-life* trauma. However, we found it noteworthy that one *cross-sectional* study suggested that women who were exposed to real-life trauma during the mid-luteal phase of their menstrual cycle (again, when progesterone levels are high) were more than three times more likely to experience intrusive memories in the acute period (7--10 days) after trauma than women in the non-luteal phase ([@bb0140]).

3.3. Psychological and psychophysiological predictors {#s0045}
-----------------------------------------------------

A number of studies have identified 'psychological' or 'affective' factors associated with intrusive memory development. Both stable (trait) as well as transient (state) factors have been examined. Investigation of traits reveals information about individual differences in susceptibility for developing intrusive memories (i.e., more distal factors), while state factors reveal information about circumstances at a particular moment that increase the likelihood of experiencing intrusive memories in the future (i.e., more proximal factors). As will be discussed, certain states (e.g., high autonomic arousal in response to stressful events) may be associated with certain traits (e.g., high trait anxiety), and the distinction may therefore be somewhat arbitrary. However, whereas trait factors may be difficult to influence, state factors may point to malleable targets for interventions early after trauma.

Several studies using experimental models of trauma have found a clear association between 'negative emotionality' traits and intrusive memory development. For example, greater general disgust propensity predicted a higher number of intrusive memories of graphic film footage ([@bb0090]). In another study, trait anxiety, depression and trait dissociation were all positive correlated with intrusion frequency in the week after trauma-film viewing ([@bb0530]). Further, this study found that film-induced changes in anxiety, as well as post-film state anxiety, were associated with intrusion frequency, and state anxiety mediated the relationship between the trait factors (anxiety, depression and dissociation) and intrusions. In a follow-up study, post-film anxiety levels again predicted intrusions ([@bb0535]). Feelings of guilt (experimentally manipulated using a staged computer crash and related loss of data) also predicted the number of intrusive memories of the event and intrusion-related distress ([@bb0150]).

Complementing these findings, a meta-analysis of 16 experiments using the trauma film paradigm (n = 458, all no-task control condition; [@bb0190]) showed that an *absence* of intrusions was predicted by a low self-reported emotional response to the trauma film (composite negative mood change score, including emotions such as fear and sadness), as well as low trait anxiety and low depression levels. In line with this, one study using structural equation modelling ([@bb0725]) found that greater emotional reactivity during a distressing film was associated with greater intrusive memory frequency over the subsequent week. Interestingly, non-clinical participants who scored high, compared to low, on measures of vulnerability for hypomanic experience (e.g., elated, energetic), also showed elevated numbers of intrusive memories after viewing a film with traumatic content ([@bb0565]), suggesting that perhaps not negative emotionality per se, but any type of altered emotional processing may influence intrusive memory development.

Finally, changes in state psychological factors such as those discussed above are usually accompanied by physiological stress responses (e.g., changes in skin conductance). For example, both greater mood change and higher physiological reactivity have been found to predict more intrusions immediately after an aversive film ([@bb0730]) and also in the 24 h after a virtual reality analogue trauma (an unexpected emergency situation simulated in an underground parking lot; [@bb0795]). In women, lower heart rate variability (regarded as a sign of less adaption to environmental changes) *prior* to watching a stressful film predicted more intrusive memories of the film ([@bb0750]), while peri-film decreases in heart rate predicted the frequency of image-based (rather than verbal) intrusive memories ([@bb0180]) (see also [@bb0385]). Relatedly, two studies showed that enhanced conditionability to neutral cues presented in between ([@bb0890]) or during ([@bb0810]) distressing film clips predicted subsequent intrusive memories (a combination of number, duration and distress). Finally, skin conductance responses to a distressing film have been found to moderate the relationship between psychological traits (anxiety sensitivity) and intrusive memories ([@bb0670]). That is, the number of intrusions significantly increased with greater skin conductance responses at high levels of general anxiety sensitivity, but not at low and moderate levels of anxiety sensitivity.

Together, these studies suggest a complex interplay between psychological and physiological processes in response to analogue trauma, which result in the occurrence of intrusive memories following these events. The next section will focus on cognitive processes during (analogue) trauma and how they may contribute to the formation of intrusive memories.

3.4. The role of cognitive processing styles {#s0050}
--------------------------------------------

A number of cognitive processes have been implicated in intrusive memory development. The first two studies examined the role of mental imagery. A mental image can be defined as "the same sort of representation that is produced during the first phases of perception, but is created from stored representations in memory not from on-line sensory input." ([@bb0495], p. 852). Intrusive memories are mental imagery-based ([@bb0710]). In one study, the vividness of general mental imagery, assessed before analogue trauma, predicted the number, vividness and emotional distress associated with image-based intrusive memories of the analogue trauma, recorded over five days ([@bb0620]). However, another study found a negative relationship between a questionnaire measure of spontaneous use of (non-emotional) imagery in daily life and intrusions of analogue trauma ([@bb0515]). Potentially, general *spontaneous use of imagery* and the *vividness of imagery* rely on different mechanisms ([@bb0700]).

A number of studies examined the link between the development of intrusive memories after a trauma film and memory contextualisation, i.e., the binding of items in memory with each other and with their surrounding context ([@bb0075]). Across various studies, weaker memory contextualisation was associated with more subsequent intrusive memories ([@bb0570]; [@bb0605]; [@bb0600]). Further, indirect evidence for the association between weaker memory contextualisation and increased intrusions came from two studies that investigated the acute effects of alcohol (low and high doses) versus placebo, given prior to viewing a trauma film, on subsequent intrusive memories. Both studies found an inverted 'U' dose--response on the number of intrusive memories, with a low dose of alcohol increasing intrusions relative to placebo, while a high dose decreased intrusions ([@bb0070]; [@bb0080]). These findings were interpreted within a dual representation model of intrusive memory development ([@bb0120]), whereby the low dose of alcohol impaired the contextual memory system but not the image-based memory system, while the high dose was hypothesised to impair both memory systems.Conversely, one study found that *greater* contextual memory was associated with more intrusions of experimental trauma (D. G. [@bb0695]). This inconsistency seems to be best explained by how different studies defined 'context', as 'context' may be operationalised as primarily perceptual (e.g., physical environment), or conceptual (meaning of an experience through verbal information; e.g., [@bb0520]). With this in mind, findings regarding memory contextualization seem to indicate that intrusive memory development is associated with poor perceptual integration, and increased (negative) conceptual processing (D. G. [@bb0705]; [@bb0945]). As an example of how negative conceptual processing may enhance intrusive memory development, a number of experimental studies have found that rumination (versus, for example, distraction) after a trauma film increased the experience of intrusions and intrusion-related distress ([@bb0045]; [@bb0270]; [@bb0355]; [@bb0940]).

Attentional processes also seem to be an important factor in intrusive memory development. Studies have shown that biased attentional processing of trauma-related cues after exposure to analogue trauma predicted higher subsequent intrusive memory frequency ([@bb0775]). That is, reaction times in a dot-probe task were slower on trials with trauma-related cues compared to other threat-related and neutral cues, and a stronger bias predicted more intrusions. The general ability to control thoughts (suppress memory retrieval or resist pro-active interference in working memory, i.e., ignore irrelevant information) has been associated with fewer ([@bb0655]; [@bb0865]) or less distressing ([@bb0815]) intrusive memories following a trauma film. It is notable that the general ability to suppress memory retrieval may differ from thought suppression as a coping strategy in response to intrusive memories -- the latter of which has been associated with more subsequent intrusive memories ([@bb0725]; mentioned in [Section 3.3](#s0045){ref-type="sec"} above). Although no evidence for a direct relationship between self-reported attentional control and intrusive memories has been found ([@bb0340]), attentional control did moderate the relationship between self-assessed tonic immobility (i.e., 'freezing' in response to an aversive film) and intrusive memories. The degree to which spontaneous and/or deliberate 'thought suppression', 'memory control ability' and 'attentional control' rely on overlapping or distinct mechanisms may be an interesting topic for future research.

One further study examined other cognitive factors highlighted in cognitive models of PTSD (e.g., [@bb0240]), and found that peri-traumatic dissociation, data driven processing, and lack of self-referent processing were all positively associated with the development of intrusive memories ([@bb0535]).

3.5. Summary and theoretical links with PTSD research {#s0055}
-----------------------------------------------------

The studies reviewed in this section provided numerous insights into the neural, hormonal, psychophysiological and cognitive factors that contribute to intrusive memory development. Neuroimaging studies have shown that neural factors during encoding of an event, not solely factors during consolidation and retrieval of a memory, are important for the future occurrence of intrusive memories. This is consistent with the finding that peri-traumatic processes at the time of trauma are an important predictor of subsequent PTSD symptoms ([@bb0675]). While current evidence suggests that the inferior frontal gyrus, retrosplenial cortex and the posterior cingulate cortex may be involved in intrusive memory formation, further studies are needed. In addition, whilst there have been a number of imaging studies looking at consolidation processes occurring in the immediate aftermath of an emotional experience, such as post-encoding rest-periods in fear conditioning paradigms (e.g., [@bb0365]), this review identifies a gap in the literature regarding the relationship between neural processes occurring early after encoding and subsequent intrusive memories.

Research reviewed on the effects of hormones on the development of intrusive memories focused on cortisol and sex hormones. Studies reveal a complex picture of the interplay between cortisol and both internal factors (e.g., sympathetic activation) and external factors (e.g., time of assessment). With regard to sex hormones, studies in women suggest that lower estrogen levels are associated with stronger intrusive memories (assessed by frequency, distress and duration), and that the luteal phase of the menstrual cycle (when progesterone levels are high) is associated with a higher frequency of intrusive memories. These findings have important implications for understanding sex differences in propensity to develop intrusive memories of trauma, and possibly anxiety and stress disorders in general. For example, higher rates of PTSD are seen in women compared to men ([@bb0480]) and a meta-analysis showed that women are more vulnerable to re-experiencing symptoms ([@bb0835]).

Research into psychological and psychophysiological factors involved in intrusive memory development show that negative emotionality (both as a trait and a state); heightened emotional arousal at the time of trauma; and lower heart rate variability (regarded as a sign of less adaption to environmental changes) are all associated with the formation of intrusive memories. These findings appear consistent with what is already understood about pre- and peri-traumatic risk factors for PTSD; in particular that emotional state during and immediately after trauma, and psychiatric history, are predictors of later PTSD symptoms ([@bb0115]; [@bb0675]).

Finally, in terms of cognitive processing styles, studies suggest that enhanced perceptual and data-driven processing, accompanied by poorer contextual memory integration, play a crucial role in the development of intrusions. This again seems consistent with the wider PTSD literature, in which a hypothesised shift from contextual towards perceptual-based processing during trauma is a key feature of cognitive models of PTSD ([@bb0120]; [@bb0240]). Findings also suggest that individuals who engage more in vivid mental imagery may do so because their cognitive processing style is highly perceptual (as opposed to semantic/conceptual), leading to a stronger consolidation of sensory information and a higher likelihood of experiencing intrusions of an event.

4. Insights from cognitive science on the reduction of intrusive memories {#s0060}
=========================================================================

In this next section we highlight recent studies that have capitalised on insights from cognitive science to reduce the distress, vividness and/or frequency of intrusive memories. These studies typically exploit principles of memory malleability, by interfering with memory during the transient time windows in which memory is labile and vulnerable to alteration ([@bb0585]; [@bb0625]). We start the section with a brief summary of basic principles of memory plasticity, and the neurobiological processes underlying so-called memory consolidation and reconsolidation. In the subsequent sections we discuss different approaches that directly or indirectly target these putative processes. We discuss pharmacological and endogenous, behavioural (sleep and cognitive task interference), and cognitive manipulations to reduce intrusive memories of experimental and/or real-life trauma.

4.1. Basic principles of memory plasticity {#s0065}
------------------------------------------

Most of the knowledge about the malleability of memory accumulated in the last two decades comes from experimental research in non-human animals ([@bb0465]; [@bb0840]). Following acquisition, memory is thought to undergo a time-dependent process of stabilisation necessary for the memory to persist, referred to as memory 'consolidation' ([@bb0580], [@bb0585]), which may be further divided into 'synaptic' and 'systems' consolidation. 'Synaptic consolidation' refers to a strengthening of local neural circuits via a cascade of molecular processes involving protein synthesis and the formation of new synaptic connections, and is thought to occur minutes to hours after information encoding; 'systems consolidation' refers to the reorganization of long-term memory over distributed brain circuits, occurring over days to years after initial encoding ([@bb0230]). In the current review, most work has focused on the time window that is thought to overlap mainly with synaptic consolidation, in which memories are susceptible to interference ([@bb0580], [@bb0585]).

So far, only one study has directly investigated the molecular processes underlying memory consolidation ([@bb0220]), by targeting N-Methyl [d]{.smallcaps}-Aspartate (NMDA) receptors, which play an important role in synaptic consolidation. Nitrous oxide, also known as 'laughing gas', blocks NMDA receptors, thus potentially interfering with synaptic consolidation. [@bb0220] found that individuals who inhaled nitrous oxide for 30 min immediately after trauma film viewing, relative to those who inhaled medical air (control condition) for the same duration, showed a steeper (quicker) reduction in intrusive memory frequency over one week. While the applicability of laughing gas as an intervention soon after trauma may require further research, this study provides important evidence that the mechanisms underlying memory stabilisation may be disrupted using relatively simple procedures, in ways that are quite similar across different types of memory and even different species (see [@bb0875] for further detail).

Rather than there being a 'one-off' opportunity in which memory is malleable, relatively recent research indicates that even consolidated memories are not fixed. Upon retrieval, memories can re-enter a transient labile state, where they are again vulnerable to modification (e.g., [@bb0010]; [@bb0630]; [@bb0770]). The re-stabilisation of a memory is a putative process termed memory 'reconsolidation', and requires de-novo protein synthesis ([@bb0635]). This suggests that there may be an additional window of opportunity to interfere with the storage of trauma memories. Indeed, it has been suggested that "novel pharmacological and psychotherapeutic approaches that target memory reconsolidation...need to be moved toward the top of the priority list" ([@bb0370], p. 344).

4.2. Pharmacological and endogenous manipulations {#s0070}
-------------------------------------------------

To influence intrusive memories, a number of studies have targeted brain processes via indirect manipulations, for example by administering the stress hormone cortisol, or by increasing endogenous stress hormones using behavioural manipulations. In a randomised double-blind placebo-controlled study ([@bb0310]), female participants received either a low dose of cortisol (20 mg) or placebo for three days following negative film viewing (i.e., outside the consolidation window). Contrary to the prediction that cortisol may inhibit memory retrieval, the cortisol group did not report fewer subsequent intrusions than the placebo group. Similar null findings were obtained in a randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled crossover study in 30 female inpatients with PTSD ([@bb0560]): hydrocortisone administration for a week did not show any effect on the frequency or intensity of intrusive memories (but see [@bb0800], discussed in [Section 4.6](#s0090){ref-type="sec"} below).

Administration of cortisol (20 mg) *prior* to film viewing in a sample of 60 women also had no effect on the frequency or vividness of intrusive memories ([@bb0745]). However, another study by the same group found that activity of the noradrenergic system prior to film viewing did have an effect on intrusive memories ([@bb0740]). In this study, participants received either 10 mg of yohimbine (which stimulated noradrenergic activity), 0.15 mg of clonidine (which inhibited noradrenergic activity), or placebo, 60 min prior to viewing a distressing film. The yohimbine group showed a delayed decline in intrusive memories in the four days after film viewing. Interestingly, yohimbine increased endogenous cortisol levels, providing indirect evidence for the hypothesised role of cortisol in the *consolidation* of intrusive memory.

Another study aimed to increase endogenous stress hormones using a behavioural manipulation ([@bb0145]). Participants experienced either a cold pressor test (immersion of their hand in ice cold water for 3 min; high-stress group) or submerged their hand in warm water for the equivalent time (low-stress group) immediately after viewing aversive and neutral images. Findings showed relatively enhanced free recall and greater intrusions two days later (using the Impact of Event Scale intrusion subscale) in the high-stress group. Further, in women, but not men, an increase in adrenergic and glucocorticoid response -- from baseline to the behavioural manipulation -- predicted more intrusive memories ([@bb0145]). A follow-up study ([@bb0170]) used a similar approach, but induced stress immediately before memory *reactivation* two days after the trauma film. Results showed that the 'stress + reactivation' group had higher intrusion scores than both the 'reactivation only' or 'stress only' groups, suggesting that acute stress enhances intrusive memories only when the memory trace is reactivated shortly afterwards. Only in the 'stress + reactivation' group did higher cortisol level predict a higher intrusion score. As the stress induction occurred *before* the reactivation of the memory, it is unclear whether reactivation acted to destabilise the memory, or instead served as a new learning experience in a stressful context. Thus, whether the effects can be explained by reconsolidation-update mechanisms or some other account remained unclear.

4.3. Targeting sleep {#s0075}
--------------------

Sleep is thought to enhance memory consolidation, particularly for emotional relative to neutral materials ([@bb0650]; [@bb0685]; [@bb0690]; [@bb0880]). Thus, the prevention of sleep (i.e., sleep deprivation) has been postulated as a tool for weakening the initial consolidation of unwanted (intrusive) memories. Three experimental studies directly tested this hypothesis using the trauma film paradigm followed by a prolonged period of wake before sleep. One study employed total overnight sleep deprivation for 24 h in a hospital environment ([@bb0715]), and showed that the manipulation reduced the number of intrusive memories reported in the initial few days (n = 44, \~75% female per group). In contrast, another study employed day-wake of at least 8 h ([@bb0485]), and instead reported the day-wake group to have more intrusive memories towards the end of the week (n = 71, 100% female). Further, a recent study ([@bb0925]) found that after viewing a trauma film, participants who had a 90 min nap rather than watching a neutral film experienced *fewer* intrusive memories later as indexed in a daily intrusion diary and by the Impact of Event Scale intrusion subscale (n = 105, 69% female). To clarify these findings, future research should systematically investigate the impact of the duration of wake and whether or not natural sleep cycles are disrupted (as is the case for full sleep deprivation, but not day-wake), as well as the impact of gender differences.

4.4. Cognitive task interference {#s0080}
--------------------------------

A series of studies have investigated the use of cognitive task interference as a strategy to reduce intrusive memories. This rationale is based on three key insights from neuroscience and cognitive psychology: 1) memory can be disrupted shortly after an event, or upon retrieval (see section on 'Basic principles of memory plasticity', and [@bb0875]); 2) working memory has limited capacity ([@bb0035]); and 3) intrusive memories of an event include mental imagery, which requires working memory resources ([@bb0025]; [@bb0040]). Therefore, visuospatial tasks, which occupy working memory, may compete for working memory resources with visual imagery. The effects of such "dual-task" or "concurrent task" interference on intrusive memory development have been demonstrated in a number of experiments for time periods when memories are assumed to be labile, that is, either *during* trauma film viewing ([@bb0385]), or within minutes to hours *after* film viewing. In the latter, film reminder cues preceded the cognitive task to orientate the participant to film content ([@bb0405]; [@bb0410]).

Within the last decade, the use of computer game play has been examined as a form of cognitive interference task for intrusive memories of trauma. A series of studies have used the computer game 'Tetris', which has been shown to be associated with visuospatial working memory function ([@bb0540]). In one experiment, participants who completed a brief reminder task for a trauma film and then played Tetris, either 30 min (Experiment 1) or 4 h (Experiment 2) after viewing the film, reported fewer intrusive memories in the subsequent week (in a daily diary) compared to participants in a reminder-only group without Tetris game-play ([@bb0410]). The same study showed that, compared with individuals in the visuospatial Tetris and reminder-only groups, individuals who played a verbal-based computer game called 'Pub Quiz' reported comparable (Experiment 2) or even increased (Experiment 1) numbers of intrusive memories, despite both games being rated by participants as equally enjoyable/distracting ([@bb0410]). In both these experiments, interference tasks were administered within hours of the film, during the purported time-window of memory consolidation ([@bb0585]). Before film viewing, when the memory is not yet established, a similar procedure does not appear to be effective in reducing intrusions ([@bb0455]).

Tetris game play may also be used to reduce intrusive memories for established (24 h old) memory of experimental trauma ([@bb0445]), based on the hypothesis that this could enable interference with memory *reconsolidation* ([@bb0630]). In this study, individuals who underwent a memory reactivation procedure for the film 24 h after trauma film viewing and then played Tetris had fewer intrusive memories than a no-reactivation/no-Tetris group (Experiment 1). A second experiment replicated these findings ([@bb0445]), and further showed that neither memory reactivation nor Tetris game-play alone were sufficient to reduce intrusive memory frequency (Experiment 2). This finding is in line with the idea that both memory reactivation (hypothesised to initiate reconsolidation processes and render memory malleable, in this case showing still pictures for the film) and Tetris game play (to interfere with memory for the film) were needed to reduce the number of intrusive memories of a previously consolidated (analogue) trauma memory. The notion of memory reconsolidation has proved useful in inspiring new avenues for intervention for older memories of trauma, even though some potential limitations have been raised ([@bb0845]).

While multiple types of visuospatial game (not just Tetris) may hold potential to reduce visual image-based intrusions, selecting tasks that are effective may not be straightforward. A GamePlay app thought to tax visuospatial working memory, compared to a no-task control condition, did not show any effects on intrusions, regardless of whether or not trauma retrieval cues were presented prior to game play ([@bb0030]). However, it is unclear whether such an app sufficiently taxed working memory. Other tasks that at face value do not appear to be visuospatial have been found to be effective in reducing intrusions too, such as a word game ([@bb0335]) and counting backwards in 3′s ([@bb0505]). Further research is needed to disentangle which elements of a task are crucial to observe cognitive interference.

Findings using derivations of the trauma film paradigm add to our understanding of less common but equally distressing forms of intrusive memories of trauma. [@bb0825] investigated cognitive task interference for *auditory* intrusive memories of experimental trauma. The frequency of auditory intrusive memories of an auditory (analogue) trauma was compared in four groups, each testing different hypothesised parts of working memory interference: visuospatial sketchpad (modelling specific shapes in clay); phonological loop (verbal; counting backwards from 10 to 1); executive processes (verbal; counting backwards in 3′s from specified numbers) and no-task. Results were in line with a modality-specific view of memory processing: individuals in the two verbal groups reported fewer auditory intrusive memories in the subsequent week compared with visuospatial and no-task groups.

Researchers have started to translate these experimental findings to clinical settings. An early translational study with PTSD patients indicated that concurrent eye movements, relative to counting or no task, reduced the vividness and emotionality of established trauma memories in PTSD patients ([@bb0555]). More recent studies have focused on early intervention by administering a task within 6 h after a real-world trauma ([@bb0435]; [@bb0440]). One proof-of-principle randomised controlled study investigated mothers who had undergone an emergency caesarean section. Women who received usual care plus a cognitive task procedure involving 15 min of Tetris game-play -- whilst still in their hospital bed (i.e., the same context in which the trauma occurred) -- reported fewer intrusive memories and a trend towards reduced re-experiencing symptoms after one week, compared to those who received usual care only (using intention-to-treat analysis). At one month, groups differed in PTSD diagnosis (intervention group: 4.2%, versus control group: 30.4%; using per protocol analysis) and avoidance symptoms, although these were not primary outcomes, and the small sample is noted.

Another proof-of-principle randomised controlled study tested a similar behavioural intervention with individuals who had experienced a traumatic motor vehicle accident ([@bb0440]). Seventy-one patients waiting in a hospital emergency department were randomised to either the behavioural intervention (a trauma reminder cue -- briefly recalling the worst moments of the accident -- and then 20 min of Tetris game-play) or an attention-placebo control (filling in a simple written activity log for an equivalent length of time). Intention-to-treat analyses showed medium effect sizes for the reduction in the number of intrusive memories in the week after the accident (primary outcome: 62% reduction) and in intrusion symptom score at one week (secondary outcome) in the intervention compared to control group, but small to negligible effect sizes for other PTSD symptoms (and anxiety and depression symptoms) at one week and one month. Again, tests of replication are required, as well as studies designed to test longer-term outcomes.

4.5. Changing cognitive processing styles {#s0085}
-----------------------------------------

Instead of interfering with the memory by, for example, using competing tasks, other studies have examined whether the experience of the memory itself may be changed. In two studies, a computerized programme was used to train participants to re-evaluate intrusive memory symptoms *after* ([@bb0930]) or *prior* to ([@bb0935]) viewing a trauma film. The training involved participants viewing scripted vignettes that either resolved positively (positive training, i.e., "intrusive memories are normal") or negatively (negative training, i.e., "having intrusions means I am going mad"). Positive reappraisal training led to fewer intrusive memories ([@bb0930]) and less intrusion-related distress ([@bb0935]). Relatedly, a recent study ([@bb0500]) found that participants who were instructed to recall autobiographical memories of success (high self-efficacy condition) relative to memories of failure (low self-efficacy condition) reported fewer intrusive memories of a distressing film in the following week, regardless of whether the manipulation was administered before or after film viewing.

Two studies showed beneficial effects of training participants to process information in a concrete ("How did it happen?") versus abstract ("Why did it happen?") style *prior* to traumatic film viewing: training a concrete processing style resulted in fewer intrusive memories over the subsequent week ([@bb0905]) and reduced the relationship between trait rumination and intrusive memory frequency ([@bb0780]). However, training a concrete versus abstract thinking style *after* analogue trauma did not affect intrusion frequency ([@bb0275]). This suggests that certain cognitive styles can be trained, and that such training, when delivered preventively, may protect against developing intrusions.

Other post-trauma cognitive processes may also be targeted, via techniques that have either been developed in the laboratory or derived from established treatments. For example, directing attention away from trauma reminders after a trauma film, using a form of attention bias modification training, resulted in fewer film-related intrusive memories reported in a diary over the subsequent three days ([@bb0870]). Further, changing the valence of distressing memories, through either imaginal exposure or autobiographical memory elaboration, also neutralised the valence of trauma-associated cues (i.e., evaluative conditioning effects) soon after traumatic picture stories, and reduced subsequent intrusive memory frequency ([@bb0260]). Finally, imagery rescripting, believed to promote change via re-evaluating the meaning of the trauma memory, when applied 30 min after a trauma film, resulted in fewer intrusive memories over the subsequent week compared to two control interventions: imagery re-experiencing and positive imagery ([@bb0330]).

4.6. Summary and theoretical links with PTSD research {#s0090}
-----------------------------------------------------

Research reviewed in this section capitalised on insights from cognitive science to reduce the frequency, distress, and/or duration of intrusive memories. These studies typically exploited principles of memory malleability, by interfering with memory during the transient time windows in which memory is labile and vulnerable to alteration ([@bb0585]; [@bb0630]). However, the level at which they interfered differed widely ([@bb0875]). One study showed molecular processes underlying memory consolidation can be targeted at the receptor level, using laughing gas to block NMDA receptors, leading to a steeper decline in intrusive memories over the week. Other studies have used hormonal manipulations, such as administrations of hydrocortisone to reduce intrusive memory recall. Whilst hormonal manipulation studies reviewed here did not reveal any effect on intrusive memories, a previous meta-analysis of randomised controlled trials did find a small beneficial effect of hydrocortisone on overall PTSD diagnosis ([@bb0800]).

Studies that used sleep manipulations shortly after (analogue) trauma have revealed mixed results. The possible differential impact of wake versus (partial or full) sleep deprivation on intrusive memory frequency, as well as why the effects of staying awake become apparent at different times, is an important area for further investigation, as these studies are clearly at an early stage. Possible factors to explore are the duration of wake and whether natural sleep cycles are disrupted (as is the case for full sleep deprivation, but not day-wake).

A number of studies used cognitive task interference to reduce the frequency of intrusive memories. Questions remain as to whether such interventions depends on modality-specific interference specifically (as suggested in [@bb0225]; [@bb0405]; [@bb0410]) or generally taxing working memory (as suggested in [@bb0285]; [@bb0830]; [@bb0860]), and what other characteristics of the task are crucial to obtain effects. Finally, a number of studies suggest that it is possible to influence characteristics of intrusive memories by changing cognitive styles and appraisals about trauma-related symptoms, or by directly changing the valence of trauma-related cues.

Most of the studies described in this section involved non-clinical samples following experimental trauma. However, within studies investigating clinical samples following real trauma there was some heterogeneity (e.g., female inpatients with PTSD, patients in a hospital emergency department after a motor vehicle accident). Future studies may examine generalisability of findings across different samples.

5. Clinical implications and future directions {#s0095}
==============================================

We have discussed a broad spectrum of research in the last decade in which cognitive science has shed light on the specific symptom of intrusive memories of a traumatic event: how they develop and some strategies by which they can be reduced. In this section we take a step back to consider possible implications of this research for clinical practice in the field of psychological trauma. As the possibility of reducing intrusive memories after trauma raises novel questions about how individuals experience intrusive memories, this section is supplemented by brief survey data, which may help open up questions and further thinking in this area to link cognitive science to clinical developments.

We select three key areas that we consider as priorities for the future: a) understanding the mechanisms of trauma treatments, b) prevention and early intervention following trauma, and c) supporting vulnerable populations of trauma survivors on a large scale. These are highlighted in line with a recently commissioned paper on the future of psychological treatments research ([@bb0400]). In each of these three areas we highlight emerging lines of research, as informed by the literature review, that have the potential to move the field forwards.

5.1. Mechanisms of treatment {#s0100}
----------------------------

Understanding treatment mechanisms is critical to target treatments more efficiently: indeed, this goal has been identified as a priority for psychological treatment research in general ([@bb0400]; [@bb0470]). For trauma in particular, there has been a call to better understand the essential components of effective trauma-focused treatments, and to explore modularity of treatments whereby specific techniques can be employed rather than a full manualized protocol ([@bb0370]). Leading evidence-based psychological interventions for PTSD include trauma-focused cognitive behavioural therapy, prolonged exposure therapy, and eye movement desensitization and reprocessing ([@bb0020]; [@bb0640]; [@bb0915]). What these have in common is that the treatment targets problematic aspects of the trauma memory, whether by techniques such as exposure ([@bb0300]), restructuring ([@bb0240]), or dual-task interference ([@bb0860]). A clinically successful outcome is not for someone to forget or erase the trauma memory ([@bb0420]) but to be able to deliberately recall the traumatic event without being overwhelmed, and without having frequent, distressing *intrusive* memories of the trauma.

In this review we have highlighted how cognitive science studies have manipulated key characteristics of intrusive memories (frequency, vividness, and distress) by intervening at multiple levels of mechanism: from interventions that target molecular processes ([Section 4.1](#s0065){ref-type="sec"}), through pharmacological interventions ([Section 4.2](#s0070){ref-type="sec"}) and behavioural interventions ([Section 4.4](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}), all the way to cognitive/affective manipulations such as imagery rescripting ([Section 4.5](#s0085){ref-type="sec"}). These studies point to multiple mechanistic pathways through which established trauma interventions might take effect. For example, trauma-focused cognitive behavioural therapy may at once reduce endogenous stress hormones through techniques such as imaginal exposure, whilst also changing cognitive processing of trauma memories using techniques such as imagery rescripting. Critically, a cognitive science approach suggests that we may be able to employ different intervention techniques to target the same processes, with implications for flexible use of specific treatment *components* rather than entire manualized treatments. Such patient-tailored treatment approaches offer an alternative to a one-size-fits-all approach.

The studies reviewed here have predominantly tested manipulations derived from laboratory research, with a minority testing those derived from therapeutic interventions (e.g., imagery rescripting). Understanding treatment mechanisms requires bi-directional translation between laboratory and clinic. For example, a series of rigorous laboratory studies have examined the effects of eye movements, a key technique in eye movement desensitization and reprocessing, on the vividness and emotionality of aversive (non-intrusive) memories. These experiments have demonstrated that the efficacy of such techniques can be explained in the context of working memory theory, whereby eye-movements occupy limited cognitive resources during memory retrieval, resulting in the storage of less vivid/emotional memory representations (see [@bb0860] for an overview).

In addition to understanding treatment mechanisms, we need to understand individual differences in treatment effect. Trials of PTSD treatments are beginning to examine potential moderators of treatment efficacy, such as social problems or emotion regulation ([@bb0205]; [@bb0245]). However, there is a great deal yet to be understood regarding the influence of individual differences and demographic factors (such as age, gender and ethnicity) on treatment outcome. Taking a symptom-focused approach might help to hone precision approaches. For example, trait vividness of general mental imagery has been associated with the occurrence of intrusive memories ([@bb0620]). Thus, by focusing on the impact of potential moderators on single symptoms in the laboratory, we may be able to test factors that are not routinely collected in clinical trials, but that may be useful in understanding why symptoms arise or treatments work for some but not others.

5.2. Prevention and early intervention soon after trauma {#s0105}
--------------------------------------------------------

Prevention of mental illness is high on the mental health agenda internationally ([@bb0920]) yet progress has been slow. A unique feature of trauma-related disorders ASD and PTSD is that, unlike other mental disorders in DSM-5, they are linked to a specific onset event (Criterion A; [@bb0015]). This opens up the opportunity to employ prevention strategies soon after the occurrence of the traumatic event (known as "secondary prevention"). Previously, a prominent approach to secondary prevention was psychological debriefing (also known as critical incident stress debriefing): a structured intervention designed to target PTSD as a whole, delivered within the first few days of a trauma. This approach typically includes recalling the trauma and talking about it in detail with a therapist or counsellor ([@bb0755]). However, this intervention has been shown to be ineffective, and possibly even harmful ([@bb0755]), and therefore it is not recommended in evidence-based clinical practice.

Another psychological intervention -- a prolonged exposure therapy based on fear extinction training (involving imaginal and behavioural exposure) -- has shown preventive effects on PTSD in an early stage trial ([@bb0760]) and future research is awaited. Data are not described for intrusions specifically; rather, the focus is on PTSD as a whole. This intervention also involved talking through the trauma in detail, which does not hold appeal to some people. The feasibility and practical implications of administering such therapist-delivered interventions soon after trauma requires further empirical examination. A number of pharmacological candidates have also been tested, with only hydrocortisone showing promise in randomised controlled trials ([@bb0800]). There remains a need for safe, effective and feasible preventive treatments that can be administered in the early aftermath of trauma.

Cognitive science research opens some new potential avenues for prevention, by focusing on intrusive memories of trauma (rather than several symptom clusters at once) and seeking to precisely modify this target outcome. By intervening in the first few hours after trauma and targeting memory consolidation, some studies suggest it may be possible to reduce the frequency of intrusive memories over the subsequent days. The wide range of interventions reviewed here include nitrous oxide ([Section 4.2](#s0070){ref-type="sec"}), sleep deprivation ([Section 4.3](#s0075){ref-type="sec"}), competing cognitive tasks ([Section 4.4](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}), and imagery rescripting ([Section 4.6](#s0090){ref-type="sec"}), and we suspect many more are possible, targeting different mechanisms at different levels. Further, those studies that provided early tests of interventions following real (rather than experimental) trauma, showed moderate effect sizes on intrusive memory frequency in the first week post-trauma (e.g., Cohen\'s d of 0.65 in [@bb0435]; Cohen\'s d of 0.67 in [@bb0440]). These effect sizes are encouraging, but as the reproducibility literature cautions, are likely to be high given they are the first studies of their kind. As the pool of translational studies in this area increases, we will be able to better evaluate the potential clinical impact of these interventions.

As discussed in the introduction, not all intrusive memories of trauma are associated with psychopathology; nor are all early intrusive memories associated with longer-term symptoms. Therefore, as is the case for most areas of secondary prevention in health, we may not know if a given individual would have needed the preventive treatment, as only a subsample would have developed longer-term difficulties. Such observations raise the issue of whether preventive approaches should be offered to all individuals ("universal prevention"), even though some people will not "need" it, or only be applied to those at high risk after screening ("selective prevention" or "indicated prevention"; [@bb0910]). In the area of trauma, we would need to develop more precise predictive tools to aid screening for risk factors, and attempts to do this are underway (e.g., [@bb0160]; [@bb0765]). From a pragmatic and clinical point of view, the prevention of acute or early-term distress (even if it did not have additional, longer term benefits), may be an approach valued by some patients, particularly if it is brief, cost-effective, and without negative side effects. However, further research on this perspective is warranted.

There is the possibility that for some people, intervening early may not only be unnecessary, but could even lead to adverse outcomes. It could be the case that early interventions may compromise natural resilience after trauma. This is of particular relevance given the important finding, as mentioned above, that the talking therapy "critical incident stress debriefing" was ineffective and could even lead to poorer symptom outcome ([@bb0755]). Indeed, critical incident stress debriefing has been identified on a provisional list of potentially harmful therapies ([@bb0550]). Assessment of negative or iatrogenic effects in psychological therapy is often neglected ([@bb0050]; [@bb0400]). In the area of trauma, the public demand for prompt intervention that can arise after a crisis must be balanced against issues related to treatment effectiveness and the risk of unintended iatrogenic harm. Examining whether any new treatments, such as those to reduce intrusive memories, have adverse effects (and for whom) should therefore be part of the wider research agenda.

### 5.2.1. Functional impact of early intrusive memories of real-life trauma: A network perspective and new data {#s0110}

Intrusive memories can be associated with functional impairment. For example, we know that older intrusive memories can be experienced as highly distressing by PTSD patients (e.g., [@bb0265]), can be associated with avoidance of situations that induce intrusions (e.g., [@bb0240]), and interfere with concentration (e.g., in refugees: [@bb0395]). We also know that the frequency of early intrusive memories can be associated with later emotional adjustment. For example, following childbirth the frequency of involuntary memories, and whether they were experienced as distressing or enjoyable, was associated with the presence of post-traumatic stress symptoms at six weeks ([@bb0130]).

Interestingly, emerging network studies have examined the links between early intrusive memories and other early and late post-traumatic stress symptoms. Network models view mental disorders, including PTSD, as dynamic systems with multiple links between symptoms (e.g., [@bb0095]). Recent network analysis of acute and chronic post-traumatic stress symptoms has found early intrusive memories (as well as physiological reactivity) to be centrally linked to other PTSD symptoms in injured, hospitalized trauma survivors ([@bb0135]) and to be a strong predictor of later PTSD in assault survivors ([@bb0325]).

A commentary on [@bb0135] summarised that "intrusions and physiological reactivity to reminders of the trauma scored high on centrality metrics, indicating that activation of these 2 symptoms are especially likely to activate other symptoms in the network. Conversely, successful early intervention targeting these symptoms would likely prevent the full syndrome of PTSD from emerging." ([@bb0595], p. 125). However, we note that these findings may not necessarily generalise to *all* individuals exposed to trauma (including, for example, those who are not physically injured). It remains to be tested whether reducing intrusive memories in the early phase post-trauma can have longer-term effects, and even impact on other PTSD symptoms.

What is more, little data seems available regarding the functional impact of early stage intrusive memories outside of a clinical diagnosis of ASD or PTSD. Presented for the first time here in this review, we conducted a pragmatic survey of 350 individuals at a local university (see also [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} in [Section 5.3](#s0115){ref-type="sec"}). We note that limitations to this pragmatic survey study include retrospective self-report assessment and a small sample size, but hope the data might open further research nearer the time of traumatic events. One hundred and eighteen respondents to the survey indicated that they had experienced a traumatic event, 81 (68.6%) of whom reported they had experienced intrusive memories in the first week after their traumatic event (see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Online survey questions and responses regarding experiences of intrusive memories in the first week after a traumatic event (N = 81).Table 1Survey questionResponsesHow distressing were your intrusive memories in the first week after the traumatic event?No distress2.5%Minimal distress13.9%Distress clearly present40.5%Pronounced distress26.6%Extreme distress16.5%How much difficulty did you have in dismissing the memories i.e. putting them out of your mind and thinking about something else?No difficulty3.7%Some difficulty40.7%Considerable difficulty43.2%Extreme difficulty12.4%How much did your intrusive memories in the first week after the traumatic event affect your functioning (social, occupational, or other important areas e.g. relationships with other people, social life, work, parenting, schoolwork, housework, volunteer work etc.)?No adverse impact9.9%Mild impact25.9%Moderate impact30.9%Severe impact23.5%Extreme impact9.9%[^2]

Results from the survey suggest that in the first week after a trauma, \>80% of respondents reported that their intrusive memories were clearly distressing and \> 60% of respondents indicated they had moderate to extreme impact on everyday functioning (see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}, and see [Appendix A](#s0170){ref-type="sec"} for methodology). We hope these findings stimulate further research to answer questions such as whether reducing intrusive memory frequency soon after trauma may be a means to reducing subjective distress and improving functioning in this early period. For example, some people may suffer negative effects of intrusive memories to the extent that they are compromised in their ability to engage in activities that might be helpful for their recovery, such as seeking social support, accessing medical care, engaging in breastfeeding after a traumatic childbirth, or filing a car insurance claim. For these people, reducing the frequency of associated early intrusive memories may provide some benefit and even allow them to recover more effectively. Others, for whom there is neither distress nor functional impairment, would not be predicted to benefit from a reduction in intrusion frequency. As discussed earlier, potential adverse effects should also always be monitored.

5.3. Scalable interventions: Trauma is a global issue {#s0115}
-----------------------------------------------------

Trauma is ubiquitous worldwide, and traumatic events such as war, terrorist attacks, and natural disasters feature frequently in the media. The sheer scale requires new and innovative strategies to treat and mitigate the potential consequences for psychopathology. We need interventions that are low-intensity, require few resources to deliver, are culturally adaptive, and are accessible to many ([@bb0400]).

Therapist-delivered psychological treatments are difficult to deliver to large numbers of people in different parts of the world. Innovative strategies for disorders such as anxiety and depression involve training community health workers ([@bb0680]), and this remains to be done following trauma. As a case in point, the refugee crisis worldwide is expanding ([@bb0005]; [@bb0855]). Refugee host countries (even in Europe) lack the capacity and infrastructure to deploy evidence-based face-to-face psychological treatments at the scale needed, potentially alongside interpreters ([@bb0850]). The number of psychological treatments tested with refugee populations is low ([@bb0645]), and while initial evidence indicates that trauma-focused approaches work across cultures ([@bb0660]), cultural acceptability of these interventions is important ([@bb0350]). As another example, workers who experience regular exposure to traumatic incidents as part of their jobs, such as emergency department staff, crisis responders, paramedics, firefighters and the police, are often unable to access time-intensive psychological treatments. Here there is a need for brief, low-intensity interventions that are feasible and acceptable alongside a pressured working environment.

Cognitive science-informed interventions may offer one way forwards, among other approaches. From the studies reviewed here, a few approaches in particular hold potential to be disseminated widely and speedily by those who are not specialised in trauma-focused care, and in a non-invasive (e.g., not pharmacological) manner. For example, simple cognitive task interventions ([@bb0435]; [@bb0440]), or possibly even sleep deprivation ([@bb0715]), may be feasible to use in the early aftermath of trauma. However, whether people would be willing to undertake such interventions is an important question. Findings from two proof-of-concept trials reviewed earlier ([Section 4.4](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}) provided some support for the acceptability of a computer game intervention following a motor vehicle accident ([@bb0440]) and emergency caesarean section ([@bb0435]). [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} below shows new survey data, which suggests that such novel approaches may be acceptable for many people (see [Appendix A](#s0170){ref-type="sec"} for methodology).Table 2Online survey questions and responses regarding participants\' willingness to receive novel treatment approaches soon after a traumatic event (N = 350).Table 2Survey questionResponsesYesNoWould you be willing to receive a treatment delivered via mobile phone?80.2%19.8%Would you be willing to play a computer game for 10--20 min as part of a treatment to reduce intrusive memories?85.7%14.3%Would you be willing to stay awake on the first night after a traumatic experience if it could reduce your intrusive memories over the course of a week?67.1%32.9%[^3]

6. Discussion: Linking cognitive science and implications for psychopathology in the area of intrusive memories of trauma {#s0120}
=========================================================================================================================

In the context of this special issue on how recent advances in cognitive science have contributed to our understanding of the aetiology, maintenance and reduction of psychopathology, we have reviewed how cognitive science research in the last 10 years has informed our understanding of the development and reduction of intrusive memories of trauma. We have chosen to focus on intrusive memories as a clinical phenomenon of interest in its own right, as well as a core clinical feature of PTSD and ASD. We note, as a limitation, that there may be other relevant papers that were not identified by our search terms. Given the complexity and heterogeneity of a full mental health diagnosis such as PTSD, a precise mapping between cognitive processes and broad symptom clusters can be a challenge. Instead, most experimental studies (such as those discussed here) use a reductionist approach to obtain mechanistic insights into the cognitive processes that contribute to a single symptom, in this case intrusive memories of a traumatic event. In this discussion we consider a number of issues that cut across the studies reviewed, with implications for translation between laboratory-based experimental paradigms and the clinical context.

6.1. Translational merit and limitations of experimental models of trauma {#s0125}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The vast majority of studies in this review used an experimental analogue of real-life trauma, such as film material, static pictures, virtual reality, and laboratory scenarios. A benefit of experimental models is that they enable variables around the time of trauma to be examined and manipulated under controlled conditions, which is rarely possible in the case of real-life trauma. However, there are clear limitations to the ecological validity of this approach. For example, viewing a trauma film (such as those used in [@bb0410]; [@bb0445]) is by no means equivalent to experiencing real-life trauma, as some individuals may, for instance, choose to view distressing films recreationally (i.e., a non-traumatic experience). Thus, experimental findings should be corroborated with prospective studies following real-life trauma. Reporting in prospective clinical studies on intrusive memories specifically would help towards this aim (in this review, only 4 out of the 76 studies identified followed real-life trauma). Early-stage translational work moving similar protocols used in the laboratory to the clinic are starting to show promise. An example since this review was conducted is for older intrusive memories after complex trauma ([@bb0475]).We note that repeated or extreme *indirect* exposure to aversive events in the line of work (such as police having to view electronic media or pictures of real murder or abuse) is now included as a diagnostic criterion for a traumatic event in the DSM5 ([@bb0015], p. 271). Relatedly, studies looking at media viewing of real trauma have shown that repeated and enduring viewing of scenes in media footage, for example of the Boston Marathon bombings, is associated with acute stress symptoms ([@bb0375]). Such studies highlight the importance of further understanding this form of media-based exposure.

6.2. Assessment of intrusive memories {#s0130}
-------------------------------------

Across the studies reviewed, assessment of intrusive memories was predominantly self-report, for example, using a daily diary or retrospective questionnaire. Self-report measures may be susceptible to demand characteristics, in that participants may respond based on how they believe they are expected to respond. However, some studies reviewed here have indicated that expectations did not differ between experimental groups (e.g., [@bb0410]), and/or that expectations did not predict intrusion outcomes ([@bb0440]; [@bb0445]). Further, routine clinical assessments that serve the basis for diagnosis and treatment (including for psychopathology where intrusive memories are implicated, such as PTSD) are also based on self-report, sometimes months or years after the trauma. Intrusive memories entail conscious awareness of the memory springing back to mind -- a form of involuntary *explicit* memory ([@bb0065]; [@bb0875]) -- and thus by definition require self-report.

Nevertheless, experiential phenomena such as intrusive memories can be measured in more than one way, for example by 'provoking' them in the laboratory so that they are at least reported under more controlled conditions ([@bb0545]). These assessments may also be complemented with physiological outcomes, such as heart rate and skin conductance response to trauma cues (e.g., [@bb1000]; [@bb0605]; [@bb0810]; [@bb0890]), performance-based tasks that assess their putative underlying cognitive processes, such as perceptual priming ([@bb0425]; [@bb0820]) or memory/attention biases ([@bb0655]; [@bb0775]; [@bb0870]; [@bb1005]).

The studies discussed within this review typically measured intrusive memories in terms of their frequency, either using ambulatory measures, such as reporting the occurrence of an intrusion when it happens in a diary, or retrospective clinical measures of PTSD symptom frequency and severity, such as the Clinician Administered PTSD Scale-IV or variations of the PTSD Checklist for DSM-5. Compared to ambulatory measurements, these retrospective questionnaires provide relatively coarse information and do not take into account that the occurrence of intrusive memories may be highly context dependent ([@bb0490]); however, their use in clinical practice as well as research permits bi-directional translation. Only a few studies examined other characteristics of intrusive memories, such as distress or duration (e.g., [@bb0810]; [@bb0890]). Given that intrusion distress and "nowness" (the extent to which they are experienced as occurring in the present moment) have been indicated as predictors of later PTSD ([@bb0615]), assessing various characteristics of intrusive memories as outcomes in experimental studies may be fruitful for clinical translation.

Finally, the majority of studies assessed intrusive memories in the first few days after (real or experimental) trauma. It may be useful to examine intrusive memories after longer time periods, given that we know they naturally decline over time for most people. For example, many participants in experimental studies report zero intrusive memories after a few days (e.g., [@bb0155]; [@bb0220]; [@bb0445]). However, intrusive memories do not decline within a week for everyone; neither after analogue trauma (e.g., see [@bb0445], Fig. 2), nor after real-life trauma (e.g., see [@bb0435]; [@bb0440], Figs. 3 and 2 respectively). Thus, longer time periods are needed to better understand their time course, and what factors contribute to them persisting or not. This is critical for considering translational implications of these studies for PTSD treatment and prevention.

6.3. Reproducibility of research {#s0135}
--------------------------------

The cognitive science of intrusive memories is at an early stage, and there is still a relatively small body of work in this area compared to other forms of memory. Throughout the work reviewed above, as in all psychological science, it remains important to consider reproducibility. Open science will clearly help in this regard ([@bb0665]). Studying intrusive memories in the laboratory requires detailed experimental psychopathology paradigms, often requiring multiple laboratory sessions, for which extensive training is typically required to reproduce findings. Suggestions to aid researchers in their pursuit of adequate tests of replication include: sharing protocols which are accompanied by an agreed set of minimum training standards in their use (e.g., for trauma film viewing, any intervention procedure, intrusive memory monitoring, and data checking); training of the experimenter involving a scientist on the original study, as well as pre-specified protocol-adherence checks, in order to monitor adherence to the original protocol of the study; and training in how to score and interpret measures.

6.4. Issues of individual difference and diversity {#s0140}
--------------------------------------------------

From the studies reviewed, it is hard to draw any strong conclusions about the impact of diversity (which includes but is not limited to age, gender, ethnicity, socioeconomic status and so forth) on the aetiology and reduction of intrusive memories. The majority of studies were conducted in Western European, American and Australian regions, and many used student samples. Furthermore, studies looking at the role of hormones in intrusive memory development often use all-male or all-female samples in order to reduce variance, as some hormones (e.g., cortisol) have been shown to have differential effects in men or women (e.g., [@bb0145]). Therefore, embracing the complexity of individual differences is a critical area for future research. We also need to question our basic assumptions about the way we study experimental trauma in cognitive science, for example, the personal relevance of the trauma film footage to different cultural groups, ages, genders, etc., and its impact in generating intrusive memories. This may be particularly relevant for studies where only a low rate of intrusive memories is observed, rendering them liable to floor effects; a film that worked to generate intrusive memories in one country or time may not transfer to another. Careful work to develop appropriate stimulus materials needs to be undertaken in consultation with specific study populations.

7. Conclusion {#s0145}
=============

Research and clinical practice in the field of psychological trauma continues to focus predominantly on full mental health disorders, such as PTSD. This review has demonstrated how focusing on a single core symptom - here intrusive memories of a traumatic event - can offer novel opportunities for bridging the gap between cognitive science and therapeutic interventions. With the expanding experimental literature, the time is now ripe for accelerating translational links, and building on emerging real-world data to help address the global burden of trauma.
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Appendix A. Method of an online survey of views about intrusive memories after a traumatic event in university staff and students {#s0170}
=================================================================================================================================

In examining the literature for this review there appeared little data that captured individuals\' subjective experiences of having intrusive memories after a traumatic event(s) outside of the context of this being a symptom of PTSD. The Online Intrusive Memory Survey was designed to identify the subjective impact of intrusive memories on functioning and concentration in everyday life, in a sample of volunteers. The survey further sought to examine the acceptability of potential novel intervention strategies identified within the literature review, such as the use of acute sleep deprivation or engaging in simple computer games, to reduce intrusive trauma memories.

A.1. Participants {#s0180}
-----------------

Participants were 432 adult staff and students at the University of Oxford, contacted via departments and colleges, who clicked on a link to take part in the online survey. Of those, 350 individuals completed the survey and were included in the analysis. The sample consisted of 231 females (66%); 56.4% of the sample were 18--30 years; 33.9% were 31--50 years and 9.4% were over 51.

A.2. Materials {#s0185}
--------------

The survey comprised 10--24 questions, in 2 sections. In Section 1, participants were asked whether they had ever experienced a traumatic event. A traumatic event was defined using PTSD Criterion A (1 through 4) from the DSM-5 ([@bb0015], p. 271). Participants were asked whether they had experienced an intrusive memory of that event. If participants answered 'no' they were directed to Section 2 of the survey (answering a total of 10 questions). If participants answered 'yes' they continued with Section 1 of the survey (answering a total of 13--24 questions). Survey questions shown in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} were preceded by the statement: "People can experience large numbers of intrusive memories of a traumatic event over the course of a week. At present, we have no simple treatments to offer people, which do not require seeing a professional, to reduce the number of intrusive memories they experience in the course of a week."

A.3. Procedure {#s0190}
--------------

Online survey information and the website address to access the survey were emailed to colleges and departments of the University of Oxford, who then forwarded the details to their students and staff. Participants were informed that they could stop the survey at any time, and that they did not have to answer any question that they did not wish to, and that their responses were anonymous. Upon reading the survey information, participants gave their informed consent online and then could view and answer the survey questions. Participants were offered the option of being entered into a prize draw. The survey was administered online using Qualtrics software ([@bb0720]). Ethical approval for the study was obtained from the University of Oxford Central University Research Ethics Committee (CUREC; Ethics Code: R46724/RE001).
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